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The                            Journey
“It is a long story that start-
ed in my garage in 1985, 
where I ran my own 
production engineering 
company. Then, one day, I 
received a request from a 
major Swedish company to 
perform the automatic 
assembly of phone relays. 
The result was the first 
PKM Tricep, which gained 
popularity among major 
aviation OEMs and auto-
motive companies. Eventu-
ally, further technological 
developments led to the current carbon-fiber             , which leads to better productivi-
ty efficiencies at the highest levels of technology. To achieve the specifications of the     
          , it was essential to reduce both the size and weight of the unit by scaling the 
previously  proven XT design as well as replacing previous heavy components with 
new  lighter components. Given these achievements, today we are able to significantly 
contribute to the UAE's Industry 4.0 movement, applying our technology to a wide 
variety of sectors.”

Karl-Erik Neumann
CEO and Founder
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The                            Journey
Exechon Enterprises L.L.C. is a Joint venture between Saber & Tecgrant AB (former-
ly Exechon AB), a Sweden based technology company.
 
Exechon is committed to providing the most advanced Parallel Kinematic 
Machine technology capable of transforming manufacturing processes and adapt-
ing to integrated factory workflows. Exechon’s patented technology is designed to 
provide full turnkey solutions, allowing the customers to leverage an advanced 
manufacturing platform that meets their future needs and requirements.
 
Exechon’s mission is to introduce game changing technology in manufacturing 
processes by deploying a modular, high precision machine tool robot capable of 
machining complex parts and lowering costs in a modern manufacturing envi-
ronment. Exechon aspires to be a market leader in providing innovative, high 
dynamic and accurate machines enabling businesses to automate and maximize 
profitability thus enabling the advent of Industry 4.0 within the region.
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In 1976, H.E. Sultan Bin Rashed Al Dhaheri and Mr. 
Maher Nasser, founded Sultan Bin Rashed industrial 

group “SABER” by the establishment of its first facto-
ry, Giffin Traffiks L.L.C. in Abu Dhabi and 
brought to fruition a vision of delivering total 
signage solutions for the developing Emirate of 

Abu Dhabi. The partnership of the two 
founders extended further by the 
creation of additional companies and 
acquiring others to form the SABER of 
today.

Our portfolio includes advanced manufacturing, contracting and mainte-
nance, smart cities integration and venture capital investments. 

Our Advanced Manufacturing platform ecosystem delivers to our industrial 
strength in metal and steel fabrication, robotics, industry 4.0, thermoplastic 
and  thermosetting paints, surface treatment and coating, precision, and 
build-to-print manufacturing.

                    

"We succeed by seizing existing &
emerging  market  opportuni t ies
through effective & reliable solutions.“

OUR          STORY
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In contracting, we are specialists in the fields of roads,infra-
structure, urban traffic development and landmarks 
beautification.  Furthermore, we possess the in-depth 
experience to maintain and enhance key assets in 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai. These key assets include 
airfields, runways, rural roads, highway networks 
and critical security infrastructure.

We are innovators bringing connected 
and sustainable technologies to smart 
cities. Smart cities require the success-
ful deployment of integrated custom-
ized technologies, transformed connected infrastructure, renewable energy 
solutions, digital innovation and unmanned security and surveillance 
systems.

We are visionary entrepreneurs expanding our assets valuation through tech-
nology investments and JV partnerships with renowned international compa-
nies. 

We take pride in our product quality, service excellence, and talented work-
force.

"Invest in people; people drive ideas,
innovat ion,  success  & def ine the
companies they represent."

OUR          STORY
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The                        is the first Machine Tool Robot in the world made in carbon 
fiber, with unique capabilities such as High Dynamics (3G acceleration), High 
Material Removal Rate (MRR) combined with High Accuracy.

The             stands for a paradigm shift in automation, with the Flexibility & Dynam-
ics of robots in combination with Stiffness & Accuracy of machine tools.

    MODULAR AND RECONFIGURABLE

    ONE SETUP 6-SIDE BURR FREE MACHINING

    MRR 970 CC/MIN

    INLINE CMM

    UNIQUE UP-TIME WITH AUTO CALIBRATION
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Comprised of our 5-axis carbon fiber structure, spindle, Integrated MQL 
system and full Siemens 840D controller, the             can be utilized in many 
ways. Mounted in virtually any orientation, the possibilities are endless and 
allows the       to provide machine tool capabilities with robotic flexibility 
integrated into many custom manufacturing solutions.

With its modular design, the           can be disassembled, relocated, reassembled 
and recalibrated in existing production.
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Acting as a mobile machine tool, the   
           replaces manual operations 
special machines or big machine tools, 
and allows for one               to  operate on 
different parts and at different locations 
throughout a factory.

With the    mounted on a mobile 
platform, the module can simply be 
relocated using a standard pallet mover 
or forklift, to different areas in a factory 
and adapt its machine coordinates to 
part coordinates.
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The 5-axis              combined with a turntable mounted on a slide unit, increases the work envelope 
drastically and provides a 6-sides in one setup machining of up to 2000 mm (78 inch) long com-
ponents.

Powered by                  , that measure the shape of the parts pre-machining and compensate for 
part inconsistency as well as fixture deformation, the                 reduce the scrap rate, eliminate 
deburring reduce the cost of fixtures and substantially improve part quality.
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The work envelope of the          can be expanded in both Y axis and X axis by 
attaching it on a 1.4meter Y-unit and 3meter X-units respectively.
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The        mounted on a rigid steel base, combined with a t-slot machine table, 
provides the flexibility for small components with inexpensive work-holding.
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The          when integrated into different configurations can be used in 
various applications to suit each customer’s requirement.

Aerospace Industry

   Application 
      Machining, Trimming & Drilling
   Parts
      Large Frames
      Prismatic Parts  
Automotive Industry

   Application
      Burr-free machining in one-setup
   Parts
      Chassis & Chassis components
      Front & Rear Axles
      Battery Boxes
      Floor Plates
  
Integration
Ability to utilize one and the same module for various applications in an 
integrated system means less investment and higher uptime.
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APPLICATION 
   Large Parts Trimming & Drilling.

CHALLENGE 
  Move a  machine  over  large  areas  and adapt  machine 
   coordinates to part coordinates in multiple zones on a part.

VALUES
   Quality 
           ’s capability to adapt to surfaces and drill perpendicular
   to the same gives a desirable quality compared to manual drilling.

   Human 
   Manual drilling wears out people very fast, and is a big problem
   in the aerospace industry.

   Energy
   The         consumes less than 50% of energy compared to 
   equivalent systems.

   Economical
   The price-performance of the           is a fraction of an 
   equivalent automated system with more flexibility and mobility.
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      APPLICATION
      Chassis & Frame Parts Machining.

      CHALLENGE
      Adapt part programs to inconsistent part shapes and perform burr free 
      machining on six sides with Cpk 1.67.

      VALUES
      Quality
                 in combination with                   is a revolutionary process to achieve
      the quality of formed, stamped and casted aluminum.

      Human
      Manual deburring wears out people and can be avoided with the         ’s 
      high dynamic capabilities.

      Energy
       The             consumes less than 50% of the energy compared to equivalent systems.

      Economical
                 combined with                   reduce the scrap rate, eliminate deburring
      reduce the cost of fixtures and substantially improve part quality.
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APPLICATION
   Miscellaneous machining.

CHALLENGE
   Applications where standard 
Exechon products doesn’t apply but 
require special designed systems.

VALUES
   Quality
           ’s capability to adapt to surfac-
es and drill perpendicular to the 
same gives a desirable quality com-
pared to manual drilling. 
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Ref. Aerospace & Automotive

   Energy
The        consumes less than 50% of 
the energy compared to equivalent
systems.

   Economical
The ability to utilize one and the same 
module for various applications in a 
complex integrated system means 
less investment and  higher up-time.

          in combination with             
is a revolutionary process to achieve 
the quality of formed, stamped and 
casted aluminum.
Ref. Aerospace & Automotive

   Human
Manual deburring wears out people 
and can be avoided with the          ’s
high dynamic capabilities.
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